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FW21 TRENDS EYEWEAR
DIESEL EYEWEAR

DL0345
A standout piece from the collection, these sunglasses have a unique design that clearly interpret
Diesel’s stylistic codes and lend character to the style, for a bold fashion statement. The unisex
geometric metal and injection-molded shape is an industrial-inspired combo that, with its neon
tinted lenses and cut-out details, perfectly express contemporary punk vibes. The ultra-slim
metal temples are complemented by injection-molded tips.

GUESS EYEWEAR

GU7787_47F
Inspired by contemporary architecture, these oversized glam cat eye sunglasses feature a trendy
design and gradient lenses. A detachable eyewear chain with an oversized GUESS logo makes
the perfect accessory.

TOD’S EYEWEAR

TO5262_054
A new cat-eye feminine proposal with clip-ons, an element that makes the glasses trendy and
at the same time, very functional. The frame is characterized by the iconic logo "T" Timeless
logo in metal on the temple, making the glasses unique and unmistakable. Perfect for a woman
who wants to be noticed and recognized as fashionable.

TOM FORD EYEWEAR

FT0882
A modern take on a vintage design. The oversized rounded pilot frame, entirely made from
acetate, evokes the 1970’s and delivers maximum comfort. A double bridge on the front and
side spoilers. Iconic ‘T’ logo and sleek tapered temples.

About Marcolin
Marcolin is a worldwide leading company in the eyewear industry founded in 1961 in the heart of the Veneto
district.
It stands out for the unique ability to combine craftsmanship with advanced technologies through the
constant pursuit of excellence and continuous innovation. The portfolio includes the house brands Web,
Marcolin and Viva and the licensed brands Tom Ford, Guess, adidas Sport, adidas Originals, Bally, Moncler,
Max Mara, Sportmax, Ermenegildo Zegna, Longines, OMEGA, GCDS, Barton Perreira, Tod's, Emilio Pucci,
BMW, Swarovski, Dsquared2, MAX&Co., Diesel, Covergirl, Kenneth Cole, Timberland, GANT, HarleyDavidson, Marciano, Skechers and Candie’s.
Through its own direct network and global partners, Marcolin distributes its products in more than 125
countries.
www.marcolin.com

